Community Based Entrepreneurship in Coastal Communities: The Impact on the Environment and Economic Empowerment
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Abstract. The study aims to analyze community-based entrepreneurship in coastal communities to see the impacts on the environment and economic empowerment. This study employed a qualitative descriptive research design that was a case study. The research subjects were pindang makers, while the informants were home industry instructors and the community of Tambaksari Village. The study applied four data collection techniques, namely observation, in-depth interviews, focus group discussions, and documents. To check the validity of the data, triangulation was utilized. Furthermore, the study used qualitative data analysis techniques as the basis for analyzing the data that had been obtained. The results of the study indicated that empowerment through community-based entrepreneurship optimized the creativity of all components in coastal communities, created new jobs, and preserved local cultures as well as environment. The community-based entrepreneurship increased the community income so that it could encourage an economic independence and improve quality of life without ignoring local wisdoms in environmental management. In short, the community-based entrepreneurship model could be applied in the coastal areas of Central Java.
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1 Introduction

Indonesia has a coastline of 54,716 km with an area of 1,904,569 km². Indonesia ranks second after Canada (Coastline length: 202,800 km with area: 9,984,670 km²) in the list of countries with the longest coastline in the world. Sea and coastal areas are very important areas for most Indonesian people. Nearly 60% of the total population of Indonesia, live and move in the sea and coastal areas. Coastal communities are people who live and carry out socio-economic activities related to coastal and marine resources. They have a high dependence on the potential and condition of coastal marine resources. The livelihoods of coastal communities are divided into two groups, namely fisheries groups including owner fishermen, fishermen workers, fish cultivators/other marine organisms, fish traders, fish processors, suppliers of fisheries production facilities. Whereas the non-fishery group includes marine/coastal tourism service providers, marine transportation service providers, community groups that utilize non-living marine and coastal resources for their lives [1].
Coastal communities have diverse characteristics and problems, including open culture and limited infrastructure. They also face problems like their lives depend on natural resources, economic activities are strongly influenced by weather and seasons, and the role of markets have a crucial part in developing community activities. Coastal communities are generally considered to be part of the poorest groups of people [1, 2, 3] and marginalized [4, 5, 6].

Until now, fisheries development programs have only focused more on the economic growth of fisheries industrialization that does not always bring a positive impact on the economic income of the community [8]. This is also experienced by the people of Tambaksari Village, one of the villages in the coastal region of Central Java. Most of the people work in the fish processing industry, which is 1,205 people, 60% of them work in the cottage industry. The amount of pindang (processed fish products made from a combination of boiling and salting) production in a day can reach 12,500 kg with a net profit of Rp. 67,500,000 per day. The advantage of pindang fish production per year is around Rp. 24,300,000,000. Although the benefits obtained are quite high but they have not been able to prosper the community.

The government together with the private sector and universities have made various efforts to improve the economy of the people in Tambaksari Village, but the results have not been maximized. Thus far, the empowerment programs are mostly still top-down, policy-oriented and physical nature, for example, the provision of tools [9], the provision of fund, and the provision of various types of entrepreneurial training. Empowerment is not based on community needs. The various empowerment programs were misdirected and ended in a fail. Apart from that, it has an impact on the surrounding environment. The coastal community empowerment program should have been done comprehensively not only physical aspects but also the cognitive realm of the instructor. The basic activity that can be done is to provide community-based entrepreneurship education so that there is a change in mindset and proceed with the action. This is because the main factor in the process of home industry pemindangan (the process of preserving fish using salting and heating techniques) is pemindang (pindang maker). Pemindang must be involved in the identification of needs so that various activities in the process of empowering the home industry of pemindangan can be right on target. Therefore, this study was conducted to analyze the community-based entrepreneurship in coastal communities and see the impacts on the environment and economic empowerment. The results of the analysis were used as the basis for the empowerment model preparation of the home industry players in the coastal communities of Central Java.

2 Method

This research is a series of studies on the model of empowerment of home industry players in coastal communities in Central Java. This study used a qualitative descriptive research design that was a case study. The research subjects were pemindang in Tambaksari Village with a total sample of 25 people who were divided into 3 categories, namely small home industry, medium home industry, and advanced home industry. The study sampled 1 small home industry, 19 medium home industry, and 5 advanced home industry. The researcher engaged directly in the process of collecting research data and information. The data collection was carried out by using observation, interviews, focus group discussion, and documents in order to analyze problems comprehensively. Direct observation was applied by researchers and community empowerment experts to directly see the activities of the
pemindang in performing the pemindangan process. In the focus group discussion, the researcher asked broad questions to obtain responses and trigger discussions among the respondents. The focus group discussion involved the pemindang, home industry instructors and the Tambaksari Village community where information about the problems and the needs of shelters for community-based entrepreneurship education in coastal communities was explored. The documents were employed to see various indicators of success and weaknesses of each activity that had been carried out. Each of these data sources was collected to obtain the data that fits the needs of the research (reliable). The data was then analyzed through descriptive-qualitative methods. The analysis was continuously undertaken from data collection until the research completed.

3 Result and Discussion

The results of the observations showed that the pemindang in Tambaksari Village (ethnic Javanese) were still bound by cultural values and norms in their lives, including in the activities of pemindangan. Those values are wedi (fear), isin (shame) and ewuh pakewuh (shyness). The application of the values of wedi, isin and ewuh pakewuh was seen in the pattern of patron-client interactions between the owners of pindang businesses and the pindang workers. The use of the wedi value in the process of brooding could be seen that the pindang laborers were afraid of making mistakes in the process of pemindangan so that it caused losses to the owner of the pemindang business. One of the implementation of islamic value was a shy labourer. If he were forever a labourer, the community would consider them fail in developing their potentials. Whereas the application of the ewuh pakewuh value was the feeling of being reluctant if you were forever a pindang worker, so it would be troublesome for the employers as well as the owners. In general, the community made pindang laborers get the knowledge of how to do good pemindangan. Patron-client relations with the Tambaksari Village community not only created a class of business owners and laborers but also created senior and junior classes. It could happen because most of the business owners were sesepuh (elder people in the community) who had more experience in various aspects, while most laborers were young people. Therefore the pindang workers highly respected the owner of the pemindangan business not only because of the employer-labour relationship but also because of the senior-junior relations that were still bound by cultural customs.

The empowerment that had been carried out so far has not paid attention to the values of wedi, isin and ewuh pakewuh. Thus, the workers tended to be reluctant to follow some rules. Workers were very respectful of business owners, whatever the business owner said, they would follow because they were elderly who were full of life values, including the value of entrepreneurship.

Based on the results of interviews and focus group discussions, business owners played a role as the companion to the pemindangan home industry because they had a big influence among the pindang workers in particular and the people of Tambak Sar in general. Pemindangan business owners were involved directly in the process of planning, implementing and evaluating empowerment. This was undertaken because empowering coastal communities meant creating opportunities for coastal communities to determine their needs, plan and carry out their activities, which ultimately created permanent independence in the life of the community itself [10].
The results of the study showed: (1) that empowerment through community-based entrepreneurship optimized the creativity of all components in coastal communities. The pattern of patron-client interaction that was influenced by traditional values, namely wedi, isin and ewuh pakewuh had been successfully used to empower the pemindang in Tambaksari Village. Patron-client relations were the special cases of relations between two people, most of which involved instrumental friendship, in which a person with a higher social position (patron) used the influence of his resources to provide protection or benefits, or both to people who had lower social status (client). The client then repaid the gift by providing support and assistance including personal services to the patron [11]. The involvement of escorts from the elements of the owner of the business who was at the same time considered as village elders provided convenience in the mentoring process. The influence made business owners more free to give direction during the empowerment process, including when they asked various components to take part according to their portion, for example: asking the Village Head to convey to the Kendal District Fisheries and Marine Service to facilitate entrepreneurship training activities for pindang workers and the owners of pemindangan business, asking other pindang business owners to take part in the training and give permission to their pemindang workers to take part in alternating training activities and ask pemindang workers to attend training in an orderly manner. (2) the empowerment created new jobs. Based on the results of the training followed by pemindang workers and pemindang business owners, they succeeded in creating new jobs, the number of pemindangan showed a significant change in the number of business owners of pemindangan. Preliminary data showed that the number of pemindang business owners were about 25 people, then it increased to 57 people. In addition, there were new types of businesses which came from diverse pemindangan fish processing, including pemindangan nuggets, pemindanga fish sticks, abon pemindang, and others. (3) the empowerment reserved local culture and environment. Before involving the business owner of the pemindangan as an instructor, the pemindangan process had not yet met health standards, for example they did not remove pemindang feces in the cleaning process, while it should be disposed in order to slow down decay. Moreover, they washed pemindang fish in the basin which should be washed under the running water in order to be hygienic. They also disposed the fish waste in the river while the fish waste should be collected and disposed in the dump. After involving the instructor of the business owner, the habit changed, the owner of the business began to ask the pemindang workers to remove fish feces from the river basin, wash the fish under the running water and collect the waste of pemindang fish to be used as catfish food. The words of the business owners as well as instructor (those who were trusted by the village elders) were more heeded and quickly carried out. As a result, the rivers around the community settlements that were once contaminated with pemindang fish, smelly and murky, now it became clean.

During the process of empowering, the role of instructor from the elements of the pemindangan business owner as well as the elders of Tambaksari Village had the most important and dominant role in determining the success of each empowerment activity. In the community-based empowerment process, various stages of activities were carried out without abandoning cultural values as the identity of the community, namely Javanese ethnicity which was identical with Javanese coastal culture. This is consistent with Ting-Toomey's statement [12] about social identity theory that said social (or socio-cultural) identity can include ethnic membership identity, social class identity, family role, and personal identity. It can include any unique attributes associated with oneself who are individual and have comparisons with others.
The benefit obtained was an increase in community income so that it could build economic independence and improve quality of life without ignoring local wisdom in environmental management.

4 Conclusion

Community-based empowerment efforts in Central Java need to be directed not only to overcome economic problems but also cultural problems. Since the implementation of empowerment approach is still partial, especially only related to increasing factors of production, it is recommended that empowerment requires the application of concepts and multidimensional efforts for all aspects including social, economic and cultural aspects. Therefore, it should use two-track approaches, namely a top-down approach and a bottom-up approach. A top-down approach is implemented by giving an active role in the decision-making process of fishing community policies, while a bottom-up approach is performed by strengthening communities at the grassroots level. In addition, a bottom up approach promotes the principle of local community involvement and participation which becomes the important parts of instructor activities.
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